
Behavior Matrix

Respect
I will…

Responsibility
I will…

Safety
I will…

Classroom - Listen and follow
directions
- Use kind words
- Use helping hands
- Talk with a soft voice
- Treat materials carefully

- Follow classroom rules
- Work independently
- Move with purpose
- Clean-up my workspace

- Walk with a calm body
- Keep my hands, my feet
and all objects to myself

Restroom - Talk with a soft voice
- Give privacy to myself
and others

- Go in the toilet
- Flush the toilet
- Wash my hands
- Throw away trash
- Exit quickly

- Walk with a calm body
- Report any problems

Cafeteria - Wait patiently
- Remain silent in line
- Say please and thank you
- Use table manners

- Get silverware before
sitting down
- Stay seated
- Chew with my mouth
closed
- Clean up my table and
floor space

- Walk with a calm body
- Carry my tray with two
hands
- Eat only my food

Recess - Use kind words and actions
towards myself and others
- Share recess equipment
- Solve problems with others
peacefully

- Follow the rules of all
games
- Protect wildlife (animals,
plants, and trees)
- Collect all of my
belongings before leaving
play area

- Stay within boundaries
- Keep my hands and feet to
myself
- Use recess equipment for
the purpose it was made
- Report unsafe
actions/strangers

Hallways - Talk with a soft voice
- Look at others’ work only
with my eyes

- Move with purpose
- Walk on the silver line

- Face forward and pay
attention
- Walk with a calm body
- Keep my hands and feet to
myself

Bus - Listen and follow the bus
driver
- Use kind words
- Focus on myself and let
others be

- Follow bus rules
- Keep items packed in my
backpack
- Talk with a soft voice
- Pick up trash

- Enter and exit carefully
- Remain in my seat
- Keep hands, feet, and
objects to myself

Carpool - Remain seated in my
personal space
- Wait patiently
- Focus on myself and let
others be

- Listen carefully for my
name
- Keep items packed in my
backpack

- Keep hands, feet, and
objects to myself
- Walk with a calm body to
the cone
- Wait for an adult to open
door


